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$19.95

The �rst book on climate change that is fun to

read! Using �gures, cartoons, and whimsical

sidebars, Steve Goreham describes our crazy world,

which is far down the primrose path of global

warming fantasy. Contrary to popular

consensus, climate change is natural and not caused

by our cars. But this book is not short on science.

Goreham uses charts, graphs, and references to

dozens of scienti�c papers to support his arguments.

He shows that icecap melting, stronger storms, polar

bear extinction, and many other climate fears are

unfounded. At the same time, his large collection of

zany pictures and quotes grabs the reader’s interest.
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The Mad, Mad, Mad World of Climatism: Mankind and

Climate Change Mania

Over 100,000 Copies in Print!

Is it true that:

• By changing our light bulbs, we can save polar bears?

• By driving electric cars, we can stop the seas from rising?

• By building wind turbine towers, we can make the hurricanes less severe?

It’s all part of our Mad, Mad, Mad World of Climatism. But the good news is

that, contrary to what our newspaper, our professor, or our political

leader tells us, global warming is natural and cars are innocent.

The �rst book on climate change that is fun to read! Using �gures,

cartoons, and whimsical sidebars, Steve Goreham describes our crazy world,

which is far down the primrose path of global warming fantasy. Contrary to popular consensus, climate change

is natural and not caused by our cars. But this book is not short on science. Goreham uses charts, graphs, and

references to dozens of scienti�c papers to support his arguments. He shows that icecap melting, stronger

storms, polar bear extinction, and many other climate fears are unfounded. At the same time, his large

collection of zany pictures and quotes grabs the reader’s interest.

Foreword by Harrison Schmidt, Senator and Apollo Astronaut

“Mad, bad, and dangerous to read!”  — Timothy Renshaw, Business in Vancouver

“Goreham, the antidote for Gore!”  — Doug Giles, Syndicated Radio Host

“An amusing and colorful, yet science-based, look at mankind’s obsession with global warming.”  — Publishers

Weekly

Color softcover, 300 pages, 113 �gures, 150 sidebars, 13 cartoons, notes, index, and bibliography—$22.95

retail.

E-Book available from Amazon, Apple, and Barnes & Noble.

Special! Order your signed copy today for $19.95 and free U.S. shipping

or discounted shipping to international locations.

Why are college professors threatening to burn this book?
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Download introduction here.  Download table of contents here.  Download end notes here.  Download

index here.
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September 5, 2023

In 2023, U.S. renewable diesel
production capacity surpassed
biodiesel production capacity ›
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Annual U.S. biofuels production capacity as of Jan 1 (2021–2023)
billion gallons per year

Data source: U.S. Energy Information
Administration, 2023 Fuel Ethanol Plant
Production Capacity Report, 2023 Biodiesel Plant
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